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Overview of Protocol Testing



Panel Requirements

 42-51 months in age (using near age calculations)

 66% male

 Can test one cigarette and one multipurpose lighter 

on two different days

 Site/Tester requirements

 Central location testing allowed



Testing Protocol

 Pre-check lighter

 Test two children at 

same time sitting at 

table

 Say “please try and 

make that ___ for me.”

 After 5 minutes…

 Ask them to stop and 

watch demonstration 

(one per lighter)



Testing Protocol Continued

 Resume test for 5 more minutes

 Give them safety talk

 Post-check lighter

 Notes:

 Testing must occur in the US



Not Child Proof

Child Resistant



Child Panel

Acceptance Criteria

Panel of 100 Children  90%

Panel of 200 Children  85%



Consent Form



Data Collection Form



Post Test Letter



Report Content

 All test data

 “Quality Check” memo

 PDF of all signed forms 
(parent and data)

 Surrogate lighters

 Digital data file

 Video of demonstration

 Repair documentation

 Contact information for 
manufacturer/importer

 Lighter ID

 Details of lighter (engineering 
drawings)

 Model info; pictures

 Durability test data

 Pre/Post force measurements 
and measurement details

 Production units

GLM Provides/Returns Client Provides to CPSC



Feedback from the CPSC

 How long does the 

process take to test a 

lighter with a child 

panel?  

 GLM requires about 6 

to 8 weeks to 

complete a panel of 

100 children.  The 

CPSC recently said it 

takes about 6 weeks 

to process the report.

Question Answer



Feedback from the CPSC

 What are the typical 

steps taken by the 

CPSC after the report 

has been received?

 The CPSC does not send a letter 
to the firm stating that it has 
received the report unless the firm 
requests an email confirmation.  
The recommended strategy is to 
send the report using a service 
that has a tracking number.  

 Once the report is received, the 
CPSC processes all of the 
manufacturer, importer, and 
lighter information into their 
database and takes photos of the 
submitted lighters.  

Question Answer



Feedback from the CPSC

 Does the CPSC 

provide a 

“certificate” stating 

the report has been 

accepted?

 The CPSC does not provide a 
certificate when a report has 
been accepted.  The CPSC 
will send a letter of 
acknowledgment and 
acceptance stating that the 
reporting requirements have 
been met.  The letter is sent to 
the importer/manufacturer 
via mail and fax.  If 
requested, the CPSC will also 
email a copy of the letter. 

Question Answer



Feedback from the CPSC

 What are the basic 

guidelines for one 

report to cover 

several models?  

 When a firm provides a 
report to cover several 
models, list which models are 
being cross-qualified with 
each tested model.  The 
regulation only allows a new 
lighter model to be cross-
qualified to a previously 
tested model.  It is not 
acceptable to cross-qualify to 
a model that was also cross-
qualified and not specifically 
tested.

Question Answer



Feedback from the CPSC

 Do you have any 

guidelines for 

minimum force 

levels?  

 The CPSC does not offer 

any guidelines.  No 

minimum requirements 

exist due to the variety 

of lighters being 

manufactured and the 

different forms of child 

resistant features.

Question Answer


